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QUESTION 1

What can be inferred about the student\\'s work from the explanation offered in the passage? 

To whom it may concern, 

After a careful review of your submission, we have determined that your piece does not meet the 

requirements of the literary journal. We thank you for your interest in becoming a part of the journal and 

encourage you to review the guidelines and try again next year. 

We look forward to seeing your work in the future. Good luck! 

–

 Claymont High School Review 

A. 

The student\\'s work met the journal\\'s requirements. 

B. 

The student\\'s work needs further revision and improvement before being accepted. 

C. 

The student failed to provide all of the necessary information for publication in the journal. 

D. 

The student\\'s work content was inappropriate. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

As the best-informed and most dispassionate of the panel members, Dr. Camila Torrez was the most ?of those offering
views on fission technology. 

A. unsuspecting 

B. preposterous 

C. persuasive 

D. confusing 

E. temperamental 
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Correct Answer: C 

The use of conjunction "as" (meaning because), shows that the second part of the sentence must logically follow from
the first part. The missing word must therefore describe a person who is best-informed and most dispassionate. Among
the choices, it is only the word "persuasive" that can describe such a person. So, the answer is "persuasive". 

 

QUESTION 3

Today science, like philosophy, has been __________ in scope: each has __________ its claim to survey all existence
and has accepted a province which, it great, is yet smaller than the whole. 

A. limited; reiterated 

B. narrowed; resigned 

C. expanded; repudiated 

D. fluctuating; denied 

E. receding; amplified 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Eric maintained the poet, perhaps the most __________ of the Romantic and thus most likely to be ruled by emotion,
nevertheless may have possessed a greater capacity for ___________ than his famous contemporaries. 

A. severe; feeling 

B. exuberant; enjoyment 

C. passionate; discipline 

D. delicate; exaggeration 

E. ruminative; observation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Until the nineteenth century, history was largely written by private scholars and literary amateurs and was not seen as
an __________, but rather as a branch of iterate. 

A. artifact 

B. entity 

C. offshoot 
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D. accomplishment 

E. undertaking 

Correct Answer: B 
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